Yamaha fly by wire
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Active Member. I have the down payment on a custom Bay Reef and was wondering what your
thoughts were for a fly-by-wire digital or mechanical controls were for this boat. Does this mean
I have all fly-by-wire controls? My dealer has been very helpful in helping me too! Contributing
Member. I don't think Command Link means digital controls. It provides digital feedback from
the engine to the readout. The digital controls will cost more. Here is a decent read regarding
digital controls. I think if you were an experienced boater, you'd be amazed how nice digital
controls are. If you're new to everything, then it probably won't matter and you may as well stick
with mechanical controls. My has mechanical Big savings. Rockhall 1. Go DEC! You will not
regret the choice after the buy. Easy, quiet no clunk shifts with Digital, no adjustments needed
during the life of the motor. Rockhall 1 wrote: Go DEC! Mechanical engines are usually used by
dealers to get people into a price point on a type of hull. The cost difference is real as is the feel.
DEC is new technology and the manufacturers use mechanical products to offer a price
alternative and repower option for older boats. It might be a bigger issue on resale as
mechanicals will eventually go away, but like most things in the boat power industry it will take
awhile before that happens. Frequent Contributor. Digital controls are certainly nice For me, the
huge price bump isn't justifiable. You can buy more HP for less! If it were less than 1K, then I
would consider it. I'm not a member of club "gotta have it There will always be another 'latest
and greatest' reaching for your wallet. Captain Dan. It is a big price jump, and I have always
been happy with mechanical controls, but when I tested a bunch of boats back to back, digital
was so much nicer. And after driving a with digital, I hopped back into a boat with a mechanical
F, same as I have, and it felt awful. Instantly made me love digital controls. Bottom line to me, if
you don't know what digital controls feel like then go mechanical and never test drive digital
controls unless you're ready to whip your wallet out. Now that I have a taste of it I'd go digital
next time. If money was no object I'd go digital From the manufacturer's standpoint And they
see us coming Can't say I blame them. At some point digital will become standard equipment on
larger engines Until then I'll have more gas money available! I also don't want to have to
're-boot' my engine and read the manual when there's a problem with the electronics for the
controls. I'm not saying that's happened Salt Shaker. I can say that having multiple boats in all
kinds of set ups that digital is the way to go. If I a financially able that will be he direction I
choose. I am extremely happy with my current set up. While not a yammie, I wouldn't hesitate to
recommend digital. Test drive both set up and determine if is worth it to you. Now, if you plan
on adding a tower later on that requires a second set of controls, DEC would probably make
that modification a bit easier. I can, however, see why electromechanical throttle might offer
some advantages Now, if I was flying that A back and forth to Europe it might make great sense
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Page 1 of 2. Is fly by wire worth the additional cost? Is it worth spending the extra money for a
fly by wire outboard vs a mechanical? My old Yamaha had digital gauges, I feel like if I went with
mechanical gauges I would hate it. Replies 8. Options Top. Replies 0. Absolutely yes. Have you
gotten any quotes or found a good deal yet? Replies 1. Have fly by wire on my Suzuki and like it.
Instant response. Suzuki has a nice digital gauge that has too many functions to note, but lets
you see what is going on with the engine while it is running. Duvics and Furlans Marine have
had the best pricing so far. Love the digitals on my Yamaha , no way I would ever go back to
mechanical. In the long run it's not that much more to get the fly by wire. Treat yourself. What is
the price difference? Like the other guy said, I love the light touch to move the throttle, and no
vibration in the throttle that moves it a little up or down. Mine is on a Yamaha also. Throw out
the price difference, and I'll tell you if I love it that much. Waiting to hear from a few other
places. It isnt nearly worth that. IMO, it should be the same price. Yea, they must be asking and
getting it. Surely that technology doesn't cost a dime more to produce or install. It does seem
like a lot. I guess you have to factor in how long do you think you'll get to enjoy it, and maybe
resale value. If you get a chance you should drive one before you do it. On a nice boat that I
planned on having a while, I'd probably still do it, but it's a toss up for sure. First world
problems. Heard hankos or sculleys has good zuk pricing. Only issue is finding someone local
that will install for me. Take your price to the local guy and ask him to get as close as possible.
You try the Patterson guys yet? Have to be installed by zuk dealer for warranty. When on the
water in the middle of nowhere with possibly no one around, I've always believed in keeping

things simple as possible. All 4 of my boats are still carbureted with cables. That's my take. Why
make it more complicated than it needs to be? Like someone else said, they will fail at some
point and electronics and water don't mix well long term. Pulled the trigger on a FBW model and
purchased from International Marine, i'll have someone local do the install. Replies 2. Oh, frick
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outboard? Thread starter CommanderX Start date Sep 25, CommanderX I've posted enough I
should edit this section. I'm starting the bracket installation this winter and should be ready for
a motor this early Spring. This boat will be used to hours per year for salmon, halibut, and
crabbing in the sound, straight, and Westport. No tuna. It will be a blank slate as far as rigging.
Since you are fishing for whatever then you might as well use whatever motor. Hahahahaha
Fucking Honda duh. Chtucker Lowe boat denter. I think they all offer something. Yamaha gives
you the choice of the 3. Honda is supposedly available as fly by wire now. I have been happy
with my Yamahas, biggest dealer network, seems to be the most expensive. Lots of Yamahas
and Hondas on boats around here. If I was doing a repower like you, I would seriously just go
with whomever is least expensive. Service isn't too much of an issue as you can either do it
yourself or bring it on a trailer. I have been told the Mercurys is quieter. I don't find the Yamaha
loud. I think the bigger decision is cables or fly by wire. Johnny Dollar still learning. Suzuki not
an option? ShadBurke I've posted enough I should edit this section. All depends on your local
service network and budget. Most of the current four stroke manufacturers can do the hours,
really come down to operator preference. I prefer yamaha. Reactions: Ducky Duckworth. E-tec,
best fuel economy on the market, best throttle response and you can go standard controls or fly
by wire. Reactions: Nelly. Johnny Dollar said:. Team Sency Fish!! Or be Fished!!! Those
Glassply's are great boats. They all are building quality products and really just a matter of your
gut feeling. Since you plan to keep the boat for a long time, then new would be the way to go
IMO. I have been using Yamaha's and they have been great. I had a Suzuki and I loved that
motor also. Jeff "Fishpimp" had an Etec, and that motor rocked. Pepsi or Coke almost anymore.
Good luck on your build! Color Screens-Invented Mid '50s. Jus sayin. Pick one that has a
trustworthy and reputable service center close to your boat, or one that makes you a smoking
deal, or both. All the motors are pretty reliable and quiet anymore. Nick Rudnick I've posted
enough I should edit this section. Nov 20, 28 Edmonds I would run Suzuki, price point is very
good, reliability is there less expensive than the other two , and I think they have some really
cool technology. My buddy has one on his boat, and the only issue I have with it is its so quiet
all you can hear is the motor peeing. Thats what it makes me have to do. Reactions: goatram.
Swede Yachtless. Are you looking to save money? I think the Yamaha 3. Patrick got a good
price from Defiance Marine on a set. Last edited: Sep 25, JTC Too Sirius. I like my Yamaha 3.
Reactions: bullshooter. I am a two stroke guy mostly because weight is an issue on my
transom, I have two years on my Mercury pro xs optimax and have zero regrets. I run a 23
center and average over 3. And a merc had a 5 year warranty. Which one has the best
transferable warranty? South Sounder Skipper. If I were you I'd carry around a bankers check
and make all the dealers see it and get some bidding wars going on. You'll probably get them to
throw in rigging on top of great deals. But if it were me, Id go Yamaha or the ETec mostly
because my service guys specializes in them. Walker Inc. I've posted enough I should edit this
section. Coldwater Walkaround. I have deatroyed 2 of them. Took way more abuse than
anything should. I still don't question their reliability. Fuck fly by wire!! Find a demo motor. Bo
sold me his new BF's. Had 24hrs on them with full factory warranty starting Apr. That is when
they were installed on my boat. Most dealers have deals like that. Suzie's are good motors.
Keep them in play when talking. North River I've posted enough I should edit this section. Until
Yamaha gives me a reason to switch, I'll keep buying them. Reactions: Ducky Duckworth and
bullshooter. Apr 30, Redmond sterlings. I have been going through the same decision process.
Between warranty and price Suzuki seems to be slightly ahead. I will PM you my phone number
and happy to go out through the quotes I have Thu far. Reactions: Madmooner. TonyG I've
posted enough I should edit this section. Funny to me how completely ignorant the PNW seems
to be of the Verado engines. Down south on the big boats, multi engines, they rule. Up here,
nothing. I had one on my last boat. Now have a yamaha. I miss my verado. Fly by wire: standard.
Power steering: standard. SalmoGairdneri said:. Crittercountry Island time. I have a pair of
verado's with hours in the last 4 years with no problems at all and a verado and love both. North
River said:. If a Mercury is so bad as, Why'd you buy a Yamaha? Show hidden low quality
content. You must log in or register to reply here. Latest posts P. Latest: perchkiller A moment

ago. Freshwater Fishing Forum. Replacing water impeller on a Honda 50 Outboard Latest:
jdandrew 1 minute ago. Boating Discussion. Field Reports - Wahoo on Tern at 53 ipc?? Latest:
hagridfish 7 minutes ago. Fishing Chit Chat. Top Bottom. Most manufacturers have migrated
digital shift and throttle all the way down into the horse range and in some cases even to
smaller powerplants. But boaters tend to dislike change, and many people still want their old
cable systems. When re-powering a boat or buying a relatively small, single-engine rig, you may
well be faced with the mechanical-versus-digital choice. So, which should you pick? On the face
of it, common sense says that digitizing outboard controls, just like everything else in modern
society, is the way to go. And fly-by-wire systems have several characteristics that are tough to
argue against, including:. Despite these advantages, many people resist switching to digital
controls. As far as cost goes, this is not an arguable issue â€” old-style mechanicals are
hands-down cheaper, usually to the tune of about five percent of the cost of a new powerplant
with controls. And on the flip side of this coin, you can find third-party manufacturers like
SeaStar Solutions that make digital systems that can be used with a wide range of
formerly-mechanical outboards from multiple manufacturers. And that may be the only valid
point those cable-lovers have. Maybe the dealer or boat manufacturer set it up that way, or
maybe no one ever bothered to adjust the tensioner in the first place. What about the prospect
of a glitch in the system shutting you down? It does happen. But it happens a lot less than
cables bind up, attachment points come loose, and mechanical parts corrode or wear out.
Considered on the whole, much like a digital switching system or any other system on a boat,
for that matter while the possibility of failure is always present, in the long run, reliability goes
up, not down, when you go digital. These days many people of the post-boomer generation
expect everything to be digitized and may balk at buying a boat with those old-school
mechanical controls. The bottom line? And as tech marches forward the ability to rig with
mechanicals is shrinking, while the ability to rig digitally is expanding. Local Knowledge.
Members Registered members. Search Everywhere This blog. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. Everywhere This blog. Search Advancedâ€¦. Log in. JavaScript is disabled.
For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Home
Boat Accessories. Are digital controls really better than the old cable systems, and if so, are
they worth the extra expense? Digital control systems are now the norm, especially with
multiple-engine rigs. Digital Control Pros On the face of it, common sense says that digitizing
outboard controls, just like everything else in modern society, is the way to go. And fly-by-wire
systems have several characteristics that are tough to argue against, including: Shifting and
advancing or reducing the throttle is much smoother. Grinding gears by shifting partially or too
slowly is forever eliminated. Joystick integration is possible. Micro-adjustments in engine rpm
may be possible with buttons used for fine-tuning trolling speeds. Overall long-term reliability is
improved. If you want the option of having a joystick
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at the helm, digital controls are a must. Digital Control Cons Despite these advantages, many
people resist switching to digital controls. They can be so smooth that people tend to shift right
through neutral and apply power prematurely. An electric gremlin can ruin your day and is
much tougher to troubleshoot than a cable issue. Many people get concerned at the prospect of
troubleshooting an issue with a digitally-controlled system, which will almost certainly require
professional help. Digital vs. Cable As far as cost goes, this is not an arguable issue â€”
old-style mechanicals are hands-down cheaper, usually to the tune of about five percent of the
cost of a new powerplant with controls. You decide adding aft controls would be sweet? Lenny
Rudow. Lenny Rudow â€¦has been a writer and editor in the marine field for over two decades,
and has authored seven books. He is currently the Angler in Chie View all articles Website. Boat
Accessories Boating Tips. Boat Accessories. Top Bottom.

